
INTRODUCTION

C O U R T I E R S IN THE T I M E OF BACH OR MozART artfully modulated all their social

behaviors—their every gesture, word, glance, step, tone, inflection, posture—to optimize

their success in the moment-to-moment interactions of society. The Earl of Chesterfield

(1694-1773) gave the following advice to his son, who in the spring of 1749 na^ )Llst arrived

in that musical country Italy:

I was very glad to hear, from one whom I think so good a judge, that you wanted [= lacked]

nothing but des manieres [some manners], which I am convinced you will now soon

acquire, in the company which henceforward you are likely to keep. But I must add, too,

that if you should not acquire them, all the rest will be of little use to you. By manieres, I

do not mean bare common civility; everybody must have that who would not be kicked

out of company; but I mean engaging, insinuating, shining manners; distinguished polite-

ness, an almost irresistible address; a superior gracefulness in all you say and do. It is this

alone that can give all your other talents their full lustre and value; and, consequently, it

is this which should now be the principal object of your attention. Observe minutely,

wherever you go, the allowed and established models of good-breeding, and form yourself

upon them.1

The modern sociologist Norbert Elias observed that "court etiquette which, by the

values of bourgeois-industrial societies, may well seem something quite unimportant,

something merely 'external' and perhaps even ridiculous, proves, if one respects the

autonomy of the structure of court society, an extremely sensitive and reliable instrument

for measuring the prestige value of an individual within the social network." He goes on to

note that "court people develop an extraordinarily sensitive feeling for the status and

importance that should be attributed to a person in society on the basis of his bearing,
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4 MUSIC IN THE GALANT STYLE

speech, manner or appearance. . . . These people experience many things that we would

be inclined to dismiss as trivial or superficial with an intensity that we have largely lost."2

Today, when motion picture directors attempt to re-create a realistic eighteenth-

century milieu, the results often fail precisely in the small behaviors that once meant so

much. Screenwriters can emulate phrases from eighteenth-century novels, those respon-

sible for the mise-en-scene can copy period paintings or drawings, and costume designers

can re-create preserved garments, but the important minutiae of human interactions are

likely to be filled in with the habits of our own time. Strong habits in the present easily

mask differences in the past. I can imagine few today who, viewing a motion picture set in

the eighteenth century, would be shocked if a young nobleman said "hello" to his mother.

But in the eighteenth century, hello was a very rare word, akin to ahoy. In the entire text of

Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice no one says hello, nor does anyone in Emma or in Sense

and Sensibility} If so basic a habit of speech was quite different in the eighteenth century,

could it also be that basic habits of music were different? Could it be that eighteenth-

century composers had a different musical vocabulary and applied it toward different

aims? Could composers have had, as their "principal object of attention," the acquisition

of musical manners—"engaging, insinuating, shining manners" —in order to give their

works "full lustre"? Could recognizing the prestige value of a "superior gracefulness" in

musical behavior have required that one "observe minutely" differences and "established

models" to which, over the intervening centuries, we have become less sensitive?

I believe the answers are yes, and I will present evidence supporting my case in the

course of this book. Yet I face a dilemma like that of the manufacturers who, in the 19608,

touted the benefits of color television in commercials received on black-and-white sets.

Consumers could see those commercials over and over, and marketers could stress the

analogy to color motion pictures, but until people actually experienced a functioning

color television set, the message did not fully register. My ensuing exhortations to experi-

ence a more colorful picture of eighteenth-century music may likewise be received on

"black-and-white sets": our modern habits of listening. In the world of classical music,

habits of listening became transformed in the nineteenth century. If I might be permitted

to caricature Romantic listening, which still dominates the reception of classical music, I

would note that it favors music that affords sonic analogues to a thrill ride, a quest, the

supernatural, or a melodrama. By contrast, eighteenth-century courtly listening habits

seem to have favored music that provided opportunities for acts of judging, for the making

of distinctions, and for the public exercise of discernment and taste. Because modes of

listening change only through new experiences of listening, I beseech the reader to take

the time to absorb the many musical examples that lie ahead. Savor them, listen to their

basses, sing their melodies, evaluate their subordinate and superordinate patterns, com-

pare them to preceding examples, judge them as small works of courtly art. Do not, please,

just read about them. In 1765 the diplomat and writer Friedrich Melchior, Baron von

Grimm (1723-1807) remarked that one could not really "hear" the higher forms of music

"without a delicate sensibility, without a refined and trained ear."4 Because interest in the
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music of Mozart, Haydn, and other galant composers extends well beyond the ranks of

professional musicians, every musical example in this volume has been recorded and

made available for listening on the World Wide Web.5 This book describes galant music,

of course. But equally important, it presents galant music as a performing art.

Galant was a word much used in the eighteenth century. It referred broadly to a col-

lection of traits, attitudes, and manners associated with the cultured nobility. If we imag-

ine an ideal galant man, he would be witty, attentive to the ladies, comfortable at a princely

court, religious in a modest way, wealthy from ancestral land holdings, charming, brave

in battle, and trained as an amateur in music and other arts. This perfect courtier, as

Baldassare Castiglione described him in 1529, would have the natural grace "to use in

every thing a certain sprezzatura [nonchalance] that conceals its art and demonstrates

what he does and says to be done effortlessly, and, as it were, without concern."6 His

female counterpart7 would have impeccable manners, clothes of real sophistication, great

skill as a hostess, a deep knowledge of etiquette, and training in one or more of the "accom-

plishments"—music, art, modern languages, literature, and the natural sciences.8 Courtiers

sent to locate a suitable bride for George III echoed Castiglione's recipe for the perfect

gentlewoman—a lady with some skill in "letters, music, painting, and who can dance and

devise entertainments"9—when they described Charlotte Sophia of Mecklenburg-Strelitz

as full of "Youth, Sprightlyness, good Nature, and good Sense, adorned with all the female

accomplishments, (amongst which musick, of which the young King being fond, was not

forgot)."10 Female courtiers and courtesans often achieved a high degree of skill in music,

and as connoisseurs they played a major role in shaping the kind of music and musicians

that prospered in galant society. That same Charlotte, who later married George III and

became his queen consort, was to choose no less a figure than J. C. Bach as her master of

music. Galant music, then, was music commissioned by galant men and women to enter-

tain themselves as listeners, to educate and amuse themselves as amateur performers, and

to bring glory to themselves as patrons of the wittiest, most charming, most sophisticated

and fashionable music that money could buy.

Today Baroque and Classical are the terms most frequently used to describe musical

style in the eighteenth century. Yet these terms are hardly more representative of indige-

nous eighteenth-century concepts than an American real-estate agent's notion that all old

houses must be either Tudor or Colonial. Categorizing San Souci, a palace of Frederick

the Great, as Colonial or Tudor, for example, would make little sense. And neither would

categorizing the music at his court as Baroque or Classical. "Baroque"—today meaning

roughly the style of J. S. Bach—was a word Bach likely never heard in reference to music."

Similarly, "Classical"—meaning roughly the style of W. A. Mozart—was a word that

Mozart never used in reference to music.12 These terms were developed in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries for the purposes of those later times, but they obscure rather than

illuminate eighteenth-century music. The terms Rococo and pre-Classical offer little

improvement. "Rococo" describes aspects of the visual arts, and to call the music of the

great galant musicians pre-Classical is no more enlightening than to call George Gershwin
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pre-Rock or Elvis Presley pre-Hip-Hop. By contrast, the term galant was actually used in a

positive way by the men and women who made and supported eighteenth-century music.

Leonard Ratner, author of the book Classic Music, wrote that "if we were to rename this

period according to late eighteenth-century views, it would be called the galant style."13

And Daniel Heartz subtitled his recent book on European music from 1720 to 1780 "The

Galant Style."14 I agree with those authors. Yet I also acknowledge that other careful

scholars have their own, more narrow definitions of the galant style, and that these defini-

tions find support in the divergent ways the term galant was used in the eighteenth cen-

tury.15 My position, as developed here and in earlier publications, is that a hallmark of the

galant style was a particular repertory of stock musical phrases employed in conventional

sequences. Local and personal preferences among patrons and musicians resulted in pre-

sentations of this repertory that favored different positions along various semantic axes —

light/heavy, comic/serious, sensitive/bravura, and so on. But as long as the music is

grounded in this repertory of stock musical phrases, I view all its manifestations as galant.

Even J. S. Bach, whom the general public has long viewed as the paradigmatic Baroque

composer, created galant music when it suited his and his patrons' purposes.16

I have resisted the temptation to make one type of galant music—say, Italian harpsi-

chord movements intended for aristocratic amateurs—emblematic of the whole style.

Such works are indeed characteristic, but they define just one location in a richly varied

musical landscape. While many galant works do have a thin texture, a sprightly mood, a

clearly defined melody and bass, frequent points of articulation and cadence, and simple

schemes of repetition or contrast, many other equally galant works do not. There were

tightly woven fugues, sacred masses with full chorus, complex orchestral works, grand

scenes of serious opera, tedious pedagogical works, fantastic bravura works—everything,

in short, to serve the diverse needs of the courts and wealthy homes of galant patrons. My

focus is thus on "galant" as a code of conduct, as an eighteenth-century courtly ideal

(adaptable to city life), and as a carefully taught set of musical behaviors.

The popular view of the composer—a Romantic view inherited from the nineteenth

century—does not fit eighteenth-century reality. The composer of galant music, rather

than being a struggling artist alone against the world, was more like a prosperous civil

servant. He typically had the title chapel master (Ger., Kapellmeister; It., maestro di

capella) and managed an aristocrat's sacred and secular musical enterprises. He worried

less about the meaning of art and more about whether his second violin player would be

sober enough to play for Sunday Mass. The galant composer necessarily worked in the

here and now. He had to write something this week for an upcoming court ceremony, not

tortured masterworks for posterity. Even a conservative musician like Johann Joseph Fux

(1660—1741), imperial court chapel master in Vienna, had to admit that a court's "eager-

ness for novelty" resulted in music changing "every five years or so." Comparing music to

clothing, he explained that "if a middle-aged man appeared today dressed in the clothes

worn fifty or sixty years ago, he would certainly run the risk of ridicule." And so he advises

a young composer that "music too must be accommodated to the times."17 A court com-

Stephan Hammel
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poser, rather than expressing his deep personal feelings for all to share, strove to touch his

patron's sentiments. The patron, whether a king, an emperor, a countess, or a queen, had

little or no interest in the common emotions of his or her musical lackey. The notion that

a sad piece by the court composer was about the composer's sadness would have seemed

just as strange as the idea that a tart sauce prepared by the court chef was about the chef's

tartness. In short, the galant composer lived the life of a musical craftsman, of an artisan

who produced a large quantity of music for immediate consumption, managed its perfor-

mance and performers, and evaluated its reception with a view toward keeping up with

fashion.

The art of galant music, like the art of figure skating, is replete with compulsory and

free-style "figures." Whereas casual observers of ice-skating competitions may see only a

variety of glides, spins, and jumps, a connoisseur sees salchows, axels, lutzes, and camels.

Knowledge of the proper execution of each figure is a prerequisite for anyone officially

assigned to judge a skater's abilities. Here are the figures used by the young Danish skater

Mikkeline Kierkgaard in a recent performance:18

Triple salchow/double toe combination

Steps into triple toe loop

Flying camel spin

Double axel

Circular step sequence

Combination spin including:

Camel spin

Sit spin

Layback spin catching her foot

(change of foot)

Sit spin

Upright spin

Spiral sequence including:

Forward outside spiral

Backward outside spiral

Forward outside Chinese spiral

Layback spin

For comparison, here are the musical figures or schemata presented in the second

half of a slow movement by the eighteenth-century Venetian composer Baldassare Galuppi

(1706-1785; see chap. 15):

Quiescenza, diatonic, repeated

Fonte/Monte combination

Ponte, to Passo Indietro

Stephan Hammel
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Comma, followed by Cudworth cadence

Clausula Vera

Meyer

Ponte, tonic

Monte/Converging cadence combination

Fonte, repeated

Monte, diatonic

Clausula Vera

Ponte

Cudworth cadence . . . deceptive

Passo Indietro to Mi-Re-Do cadence

This book is for the person who wants to become more knowledgeable about galant

music. The names of the musical schemata listed above may now sound as fanciful as the

leaps of figure skating, but each schema will be explained in the following chapters. In

learning to recognize the schemata of galant music, one becomes better able to appreciate

the art of the galant composer. And in learning to judge the manner in which the sche-

mata are presented in a particular composition, one becomes better able to understand

the equally important art of the galant listener and patron. As the Earl of Chesterfield

remarked, "every ear can and does judge . . . style."19

C O M M E D I A DELI/ARTE

Should the art of modern figure skaters seem too remote an analogue to the art of

eighteenth-century court musicians, then perhaps the art of eighteenth-century comedi-

ans can provide a closer comparison. Like musicians, troupes of comic actors were

employed by courts to enliven a variety of festivals, weddings, and evening entertainments.

Especially popular was the form of improvised comedy—cammedia aU'improviso—better

known since the second half of the eighteenth century as commedia dell'arte.20 Central to

the training of an actor in this tradition was a zibaldone, a manuscript assemblage of stock

speeches (concetti), slapstick (lazzi), jokes (burle), and plots (scenarii or canovacci) passed

down from actor to actor, usually within the same family or troupe. A great deal of this

material needed to be committed to memory before an actor could begin to function in

one of the stock roles like Pulcinella (the male simpleton), Dottore (the elderly father),

Coviello (the cunning suitor), or Fravoletta (the ingenue). Here is the scenario for act i of

GooJ Luck Not Recognized [La fortuna non conosciuta], from a collection made in Naples

around iyoo:21

S C E N E 1 . D O T T O R E AND P U L C I N E L L A

[They do] a stock speech, and Dottore exits. Pulcinella [speaks] of his love
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for Fravoletta, and knocks at [her door].

SCENE 2. PULCINELLA AND FRAVOLETTA

They do a love scene and depart.

S C E N E 3 . C O V I E L L O , A L O N E

[He speaks] about his love for Pimpinella, and knocks at [Pimpinella's].

S C E N E 4 . P I M P I N E L L A A N D [ C O V I E L L O ]

[They do a] love scene, and they leave.

S C E N E 5 . G I A N G U R G O L O , A L O N E

[He speaks] about his love for Pimpinella, and knocks at [Pimpinella's].

S C E N E 6 . P I M P I N E L L A A N D [ d A N G U R G O L O ]

She refuses him. At that,

SCENE 7. COVIELLO AND THE ABOVE

Coviello, out of jealousy, ties his [ankle], attaching the rope to the side of the

stage. Then he beats him and runs away. Giangurgolo tries to run after him

and falls down. At that,

S C E N E 8 . D O T T O R E , P I M P I N E L L A , A N D G I A N G U R G O L O

[Dottore] sees the man with his foot tied, near his house, and asks his

daughter why. She says he tried to violate her, and so she tied him up like

that. Dottore believes this and beats him. So ends the first act.

The scenario of all three acts would be pinned to the back of the stage curtain so that

actors could consult it before their entrances. As you can see, the scenario provided only a

bare skeleton of the play. In scene i, for example, the actors playing the Dottore and

Pulcinella are reminded to do a "stock speech" (scena di memoria), just as at the beginning

of the next act the Dottore and Coviello do their "usual scene" (scena solita). The actors

would improvise a usual scene by weaving their learned repertories of banter, stunts, solil-

oquies, jokes, and other types of comic "business" (lazzi) into the framework of the sce-

nario. The scenario provided a context, but the moment-to-moment dialogue and action

depended on actors knowing when and how to knit small set-pieces into an apparently

continuous mode of entertainment. As the great seventeenth-century comedian Niccolo

Barbieri noted (1634), improvising actors "study and fortify their memory with a wide vari-

ety of things such as sayings, phrases, love-speeches, reprimands, cries of despair, and

ravings, in order to have them ready for the proper occasion."22

Understanding the way in which the actors of commedia dell'arte fashioned scintillat-

ing and seemingly spontaneous theater from presentations of stock characters performing

stock "business" can serve as a model for understanding how galant composers made

music. The multi-act play becomes the multimovement sonata or multipart aria. The

stock characters become the stock moods or "affections." And the stock comic business —

the memorized speeches, dialogues, and well-practiced physical comedy—find analogues

in the repertory of stock musical phrases or passages: musical schemata. A galant musical

score was like a scenario in that it often provided only a bare notation of the sequence of
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schemata, with the graces, ornaments, and elegant variation left to the skilled performer.

Many musicians could improvise entire pieces as soloists, drawing upon their family's or

teacher's musical zibaldone for standard phrases and cadences. In one case, the composer

and violinist Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf (1739-1799) jointly improvised a sonata with his

keyboard accompanist.23 Like two actors of the commedia dell'arte performing their "usual

scene," Dittersdorf and his accompanist must have ably connected a string of well-learned

musical schemata to form a seemingly spontaneous and continuous musical perfor-

mance.

Zibaldone was also the word used to describe a music student's notebook of exercises

and rules. Francesco Galeazzi (1758-1819; see chap. 29) recommended that the good mae-

stro fill a student's zibaldone with custom-tailored lessons.24 The collections of lessons that

Mozart wrote for Thomas Attwood or Barbara Ployer would be of this type.25 Because

Galeazzi decried the practice of "some maestros" who, "with the aid of a zibaldone or

notebook of stale lessons, pretend to give the appropriate lessons to any and all students,"

we can be fairly sure that certain standard zibaldoni were in wide use, at least in particular

cities or conservatories. As the following chapters will demonstrate, a zibaldone of figured

and unfigured basses (partimenti), along with examples of graceful melodies paired with

unfigured basses (solfeggi], provided an important repository of stock musical business

from which a young composer could later draw.

D E F I N I N G SCHEMATA

What does it mean to refer to a musical pattern as a schema? The term itself has a long

history first in philosophy and then in psychology. "Schema" (Kant) refers to what is

broadly called a mental representation or category, and thus shares meanings with terms

like "idea" or "form" (Plato), "ideal type" (Weber), "family resemblance" (Wittgenstein),

"archetype" (Frye), "prototype" (Posner), "essence" (Putnam), "natural type" (Rosch),26

and so forth. There is no doubt that humans are very good at rapidly developing useful

categorizations from the "blooming, buzzing confusion" of sensations and experiences,27

but the richness and adaptability of human categorizations suggest that we may derive

schemata in various ways. Three contemporary approaches to understanding the forma-

tion and employment of schemata focus on prototypes, exemplars, and theories. Many

psychologists have noted that we naturally abstract the common features of similar experi-

ences and create from those abstractions a generalized experience termed a prototype.2*

We can use a prototype as a point of comparison to evaluate whether a particular instance

of something is a good example of its schema. A person who developed a schema for "final

cadence" from listening to popular songs of the 19405 might perceive the picardy third at

the end of a work by Bach as being highly atypical and unexpected, while another person

who listened only to Bach and Handel might perceive the same cadence as a perfect

instance of its type. Their very different prior experiences would lead to different schemata
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and hence to different judgments. Other psychologists note that we can also base such

judgments on references to well-learned individual cases—exemplars.29 A person who

grew up loving Beethoven's Ninth Symphony might well use it as a reference point for the

schema "symphony," even though the Ninth is historically atypical of the genre. Still other

psychologists point to studies showing how children's perceptions change when they begin

to form theories about their world.30 A child's naive theory, for example, that the sound of

a saxophone is part of the schema "jazz" could strongly affect his or her reception of

Maurice Ravel's Bolero. The social and ethnic stereotypes held by many adults would be

further evidence of theories that, however derived and however inaccurate in individual

cases, nonetheless characterize many people's perceptions. Schema is thus a shorthand for

a packet of knowledge, be it an abstracted prototype, a well-learned exemplar, a theory

intuited about the nature of things and their meanings, or just the attunement of a cluster

of cortical neurons to some regularity in the environment. Knowing relevant schemata

allows one to make useful comparisons or, as the saying goes, to avoid "comparing apples

with oranges." Experts in a particular subject may distinguish more relevant schemata

than non-experts. Becoming acquainted with a repertory of galant musical schemata can

thus lead to a greater awareness of subtle differences in galant music. The music may seem

to develop more meaning.

Defining a schema can be difficult. There are both temptations to over-systematize —

what Carl Dahlhaus termed Systemzwang*{ — and temptations to oversimplify. Our per-

ceptions are far more fluid and richly nuanced than our ability to describe those percep-

tions in words. To explore more concretely some of the issues that arise in describing a

schema, let us turn first to the well-studied repertory of German fairy tales. The brothers

Grimm published the first important collection of these tales in 1812, using for their

sources elderly informants who had learned the tales in the mid-eighteenth century.32

These fairy tales contain a great deal of stereotyped material, as revealed by the following

seven opening passages:33

Just outside a great forest there lived a woodcutter with his wife; he had but an only child,

a little girl of three. [Tale 3]

Just outside a great forest there dwelled a poor woodcutter with his wife and two children;

the little boy was called Hansel and the little girl Gretel. [Tale 15]

Once upon a time there was a miller who was poor, but he had a beautiful daughter. [Tale

55]

There once was a poor man and a poor woman who had nothing but a little cottage and

fed themselves by catching fish, and they were living hand-to-mouth. [Tale 85]
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Once upon a time there was a poor woodcutter who worked from morning till late at

night. [Tale 99]

Once upon a time there was a man and a wife who had but an only child, and they lived

all alone in an out-of-the-way valley. [Tale 166]

A poor woodcutter lived with his wife and three daughters in a little cottage at the edge of

a lonely forest. [Tale 169]

Is there a single schema underlying all these sentences, a learned pattern useful for

recognizing or initiating this type of tale? The answer depends very much on how one

evaluates similarity. The openings of tales 3 and 15, for example, begin almost word for

word, but then tale 15 diverges by introducing a male child, Hansel. The openings of tales

15 and 166, by contrast, use very different words and yet convey a very similar content.

Similar story motifs are shared by tales 3,15, and 169 (a forest), 3 and 166 (an only child),

and 15, 55, 85, 99, and 169 (poverty). Indeed, as documented by the history of folktale

research, the same repertory of utterances will support many different approaches to defin-

ing similarity and thus schemata.34 Traditional folktale collectors, for example, focused on

a protagonist—woodcutter, fisherman, miller—and categorized tales through this central

agent: a woodcutter's tale, a fisherman's tale, and so on. The tale Jack and the Beanstalk is

thus known as a "Jack tale." But what of tales 85 and 166? A "man-and-wife tale" was not a

category recognized by folktale collectors. Nineteenth- and early twentieth-century

researchers surmounted this obstacle by defining more abstract schemata. They distin-

guished quest tales from joke tales, tales of the supernatural from tales of cunning. And

certain later twentieth-century researchers have extended those trends in the newer direc-

tions of psychoanalysis and political critique.35 A continental literary theorist, for instance,

might define the schema of the above sentences as the figurative expression of an urban

petty bourgeoisie's fascination with a marginalized rural poor. The humble woodcutter (or

miller or couple) does, after all, live "just outside" ("hand to mouth," "all alone," "out of

the way," "at the edge," "at the foot of the mountain").

These approaches, however interesting they may be, all suffer from the defect of

attempting to reduce complex phenomena to single essences. The opening sentence of

tale 3 is neither essentially about woodcutters nor fundamentally about the marginalized

rural poor. The sentence introduces a woodcutter, to be sure. But it goes on to place that

woodcutter in a relationship with his wife, to place the two of them in a parental relation-

ship with their three-year-old daughter, to color that parental relationship with the special

phrase "only child," and to place the whole family unit in a setting near a large forest.

Such a tabulation of relationships and constituent motifs played a large role in the taxo-

nomic approach of the early twentieth-century Finnish school of folktale study.36 The

resulting mammoth compilations of tale schemata —"tale types," as they are called in

folktale research—are based on analyses of constituent motifs and shared complexes of
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motifs. Our tale 15 turns out to be tale type 327A, Hansel and Gretel, which is a subtype of

327, The Children and the Ogre}7

The Hansel and Gretel schema, like a scenario from the commedia dell'arte, has

three main episodes, each with subsidiary episodes in which are embedded various motifs

(e.g., bread crumbs, gingerbread house, oven):

1. Arrival at the Witch's House

(a) The children are abandoned by poor parents in a wood,

(b) but they find their way back by cloth shreds or pebbles that they have

dropped.

(c) The third time birds eat their bread crumbs.

(d) They wander until they come to a gingerbread house that belongs to a witch.

2. The Witch Deceived

(a) The witch captures the children and begins to fatten Hansel.

(b) Hansel sticks out a bone instead of his finger for the witch to measure.

(c) The witch is burned in her own oven.

3. Escape

(a) The children are carried across the water by ducks.

A tale type has many correspondences to what psychologists today term a "story

schema."38 Both assume different levels of analysis—subordinate narrative episodes each

with its own subordinate motifs—and both eschew the single defining essence in favor of

complexes of defining features, often hierarchically nested. Yet neither is the last word in

defining a schema, especially a schema that unfolds in time. As past generations of phi-

losophers and the present generation of cognitive psychologists have been at pains to point

out, a complex mental category is something more than a fixed list of defining features.

Take, for example, the case of the three woodcutter's tales (3,15, and 169). All three omit

"Once upon a time." Is the consistent omission of this stock opening phrase thus an inte-

gral part of a "woodcutter" schema? If this is true, then knowledge of a broader category,

that of fairy tales in general, affects the definition. The point may seem trivial, but it does

have significant ramifications. First, it suggests that individual exemplars of a schema may

not contain all the features that define the schema. Second, it demonstrates that a schema

may have defining features that are not overt, in the sense of articulated words or phrases.

Third, it indicates that defining features may specify a temporal location or other rela-

tional attributes. And fourth, it leads to the conclusion that the notion of levels of structure

is an oversimplification. In particular, "Once upon a time" is both subordinate and super-

ordinate to the sentence in which it may appear—subordinate as part of a particular

sentence, but superordinate as an important feature of the entire repertory.

Defining musical schemata is no less complex. Example 1.1 presents seven opening

bass lines from the Opus 2 flute sonatas (1732) of Pietro Locatelli (1695-1764), all trans-

posed to the key of C major for purposes of comparison. Though taken from movements
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in four different keys and five different tempos, these basses have obvious similarities. For

example, on each bass I have marked a square on beat one, a circle on beat three, and a

square again on beat seven to show that they all share, at analogous moments, an initial C,

a move to A, and then a return to C. At a smaller scale, I have marked asterisks above the

stepwise descent through the tones F-E-D-C. Note that in Sonata VIII, Largo, the aster-

isks are missing, suggesting that this stepwise descent was a very common but nonetheless

optional continuation of the first half of this type of bass. Looking for still smaller motifs,

one can see that Locatelli always writes ascending octave leaps on beat seven, usually adds

ascending runs of three notes on the second half of beat seven, and usually includes

descending runs on the second half of beat three.

EX. 1.1 Locatelli, Op. 2, various opening basses (Amsterdam, 1732)

H
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Locatelli's basses exhibit numerous other similarities and differences. But more fac-

tors would need to be brought into the discussion before one could begin to clarify how

these individual basses drew upon the "compulsory figures" known to Locatelli and other

galant composers. For Locatelli and his musical colleagues, the frame of reference was the

musical experience of their entire lives, not solely the sonatas of Opus 2. Beyond the fur-

ther consideration of melody, harmony, rhythm, meter, and form, an understanding of

how these passages were perceived requires examining the traditions of different genres,

the predilections of national styles, and the particular repertories of music then known and

performed. I have presented the details of that sort of inquiry in a previous book, A Classic

Turn of Phrase, which explored the schema of one common musical phrase.39 In the book

at hand I summarize the results of several such inquiries so that the reader can develop a

broad view of the repertory of important galant phrase schemata. Many of the following

chapters are devoted to individual schemata. They present numerous musical examples —

exemplars—that allow the reader to explore variants and stylistic changes typical of differ-

ent decades and courts. Other chapters introduce whole movements by the great com-

posers of the galant style so that the reader can experience the phrase schemata in their

full context. Small, simple movements appear in the early chapters, longer, more complex

movements later. The overriding theory behind my presentation of these schemata is that

they formed one of the cores of a galant musician's zibaldone, his well-learned repertory of

musical business, and that in the social setting of a galant court, these schemata formed an

aural medium of exchange between aristocratic patrons and their musical artisans.

Chapter 2 will make it clear that Locatelli's basses each begin as variations on an

opening schema known since the sixteenth century as the Romanesca. And chapter 3 will

demonstrate that the asterisks mark the bass voice of a schema used as a standard riposte

to an opening Romanesca. These relationships were not a "secret schematic art," to para-

phrase Edward Lewinsky.40 Rather, these schemata were designed to be noticed by anyone

who listened to enough of this music. For modern devotees of classical music, every

schema in this volume may sound quite familiar.

Around 1709, the North German musician Johann David Heinichen (1683-1729)

wrote a treatise in which, among other things, he discussed how to harmonize certain

pairs of tones in a bass. He then showed how several such pairs could be combined into a

larger pattern that he termed a "schema."41 His schemata for scalar passages of the major

and minor modes were similar to what Italian musicians termed the regola dell'ottava

("Rule of the Octave"), yet different enough to seem out of fashion.42 Heinichen himself

recognized his imperfect grasp of the Italian style and so set off for Venice in 1711. There

he perfected his knowledge and eventually made a triumphant return as chapel master to

the lavish German court at Dresden. Like Heinichen, we will examine various pairings of

tones in the following chapters, and we will see how they were combined into the most

common schemata. Like Heinichen, we will travel to Italy to perfect our knowledge,

studying exemplars by the great maestros. And like Heinichen, we will close by returning
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to German-speaking lands, in our case to view the lavish work of Mozart through the lens

of the Italian galant style.

AN A R C H A E O L O G Y OF GALANT MUSICAL B E H A V I O R S

Though this book is primarily about the musical patterns taught to and used by galant

composers, the discussions inevitably raise questions about past modes of listening. If, for

instance, a galant composer studied a particular repertory of patterns from an early age and

employed them in his compositions for decades, would those patterns not resonate for

him when he heard them in compositions by others? Would these acts of recognition not

affect his experience of the music? If he and his fellow composers shared nearly the same

repertory of schemata, would the repeated presentation of those patterns not affect their

patrons' experiences too? If these schemata constituted a musical medium of exchange

between court artisans and their patrons, did this aesthetic commerce not in some way

depend on at least a general recognition of these patterns by many of the courtiers? Did

familiarity with the normal presentation of these schemata not determine standards for

judging musical propriety, invention, and taste?

Eighteenth-century documents cannot answer those questions directly. Then, as now,

most people assumed that other people heard music in much the same way as they did

themselves. Music affects listeners so directly, so viscerally, that they can easily mistake it

for a natural phenomenon whose meanings should be patent and self-explanatory to any

sentient being. Baron von Grimm stated without reservation that music was "a universal

language that strikes our sense and our imagination immediately. . . . Its expressions . . .

[go] straight to the heart without passing, so to speak, through the mind.43 Music's mean-

ings do seem to be shared within social groups of similar age, education, ethnicity, and

class. But as the social distance between people increases, so can the distance between

their modes of listening. A distant musical "language" may then require translation.

For much of the twentieth century it was common to view the automobile, airplane,

motion picture, and radio as signs of a "brave new world," to use the Shakespearean phrase

that became the title of Aldous Huxley's 1932 novel of modernism run amok.44 Many com-

posers played up this perceived break with the past, and a by-product of their musical

modernism was the retrospective formation of a preceding "common-practice period." In

particular, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century musics became lumped together as a pre-

Modern style that came in three standard flavors —Romantic, Classical, and Baroque.

The appeal and convenience of this construction, with its master narrative of musical

growth and progress aided by the invisible hand of tonality and developments in the "sci-

ence" of harmony, no doubt led to its wide acceptance. Yet as a prime example of Whig

history,45 this construction conceals the very discontinuities and ruptures that, if widely

known, would undermine its legitimacy. In practical terms, the broad sweep of this domi-
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nant music-historical discourse has placed significant obstacles in the path of an accurate

"archaeology" of the craft of musical composition.46

The twentieth century did not invent the sense of disquiet and alienation in response

to rapid social and technological change. The people who lived through the shift from a

courtly to a commercial musical culture were more likely to notice disjunctions than a

continuing "common practice." The writer and art historian Henry Adams (1838-1918)

described in the third person how the world into which he was born was assaulted by new

technologies:

[Henry Adams] and his eighteenth-century, trogloditic Boston were suddenly cut apart,—

separated forever,—in act if not in sentiment, by the opening of the Boston and Albany

Railroad; the appearance of the first Cunard steamers in the bay; and the telegraphic mes-

sages which carried from Baltimore to Washington the news that Henry Clay and

James K. Polk were nominated for the Presidency. This was in May, 1844; he was six years

old; his new world was ready for use, and only fragments of the old met his eyes.47

Adams, privileged grandson and great-grandson of early American presidents, felt all

his life that he was culturally an eighteenth-century man lost in a nineteenth-century

world of raw power. "One found one's self in a singular frame of mind, —more eighteenth-

century than ever,—almost rococo,—and unable to catch anywhere the cog-wheels of

evolution."48 Beethoven and the dynamic world of nineteenth-century music were as for-

eign to young Adams as the steam locomotive. Only after this "eighteenth-century

American boy fresh from Boston"49 arrived at a nineteenth-century German university did

he begin to understand Beethoven, and when that happened "he could not have been

more astonished had he suddenly read a new language."50 Adams would likely have con-

curred with the thrust of Michel Foucault's contention that,

on the archeological level, we see that the whole system of positivities was transformed in

a wholesale fashion at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century.

Not that reason made any progress: it was simply that the mode of being of things, and of

the order that divided them up before presenting them to the understanding, was pro-

foundly altered.51

Some nineteenth-century musicians in the post-Beethoven era did have an interest in

the musical past and explored the surviving manuscripts and prints. Yet many Romantics,

rather like conquistadors who discarded the Incas' finest treasures—cloaks of intricate

feather work—in their search for gold, colonized their eighteenth-century musical heri-

tage, looting a few extraordinary items—late Mozart, some works of J. S. Bach—but dis-

carding the works that had been the most highly regarded by the patrons of the ancien

regime. Almost like an Old Testament strongly reinterpreted by a New Testament,

eighteenth-century music came to be heard through the filter of nineteenth-century

music. Meanings changed, and to paraphrase Adams, "only fragments of the old" would
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be heard by the new ears. Galant works would become judged by the degree to which they

were amenable to Romantic reception. In the words of the French novelist Andre Gide,

"The classical work of art will not be strong and beautiful save by virtue of its subjugated

romantisicm [romantisme dompte}"52 Though Gide's dictum can be profitably applied to

the neoclassicism of the 19205 and to the early twentieth-century reception of eighteenth-

century art, it stands as a very poor guide to the tastes and values of galant society.

In a study of village life in Ireland, the folklorist Henry Classic described the type of

commitment needed to explore the past of a culture different from one's own:

Serious study of a community's history does not begin with a raid to snatch scraps to add

color or flesh or nobility to the history of another community. It begins when the observer

adopts the local prospect, then brings the local landmarks into visibility, giving the cre-

ations of the community's people —the artifacts in which their past is entombed, the texts

in which their past lives —complete presence.53

This post-Modern attitude toward recovering the "complete presence" of the cultural

past, with its presumption of difference, is not shared by every classical musician. Many

performers can recite a lineage that extends from their own principal teacher back through

a chain of teachers to the time of Beethoven or beyond. The great Chilean pianist Claudio

Arrau (1903—1991), for example, was a proud student of Martin Krause (1853-1918), who

was a student of Franz Liszt (1811-1886), who was a student of Carl Czerny (1791-1857),

who was a student of Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1826), who was a student of Joseph

Haydn (1732-1809), who was a student of Nicola Porpora (1686-1768), who was a student

of Gaetano Greco (ca. 1657-1728). Greco taught the first generation of galant composers

in Naples, so one might leap to the conclusion that Arrau's performances of eighteenth-

century music benefited from this apparently unbroken connection to the roots of the

galant musical past. One might even assume that Arrau played Haydn "as it really was."54

Wax cylinder recordings from the end of the nineteenth century have made it clear

that traditions of performance changed dramatically during the twentieth century.

Historical studies of still earlier traditions chronicle the equally dramatic changes that also

occurred during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Today numerous soloists and

ensembles offer "historically informed" performances of eighteenth-century music. They

feature a reversion to eighteenth-century technology (wooden flutes, strings made of cat-

gut, horns without valves, timpani covered in calfskin, etc.), a lowering of the pitch, and

changes in bowing, tonguing, phrasing, and ornamentation. The attendant claim to

authenticity, which has commercial repercussions, has not escaped challenge.55 Arguments

have raged over whether a carefully researched yet still speculative "period" re-creation of

the musical past is truer than a living yet mutated tradition passed down from teacher to

teacher.

As mentioned earlier, I suspect that traditions of listening have also been slowly trans-

formed. To recover something of the older, galant tradition, I attempt an archaeology of
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utterances from that distant musical civilization, one whose courtiers share with us rela-

tively few social structures or modes of thought. As the potsherds from my excavations I

present musical phrases—simple musical behaviors from a different time, now given voice

in a different social setting. Can we hear them as Voltaire, Jefferson, or Mozart heard

them? Perhaps that is an unrealistic question. The scholars of classical archeology have

taught us that the temples of ancient Greece and Rome were gaudily painted.56 Yet we do

not rush out to paint the Parthenon.57 The all-white classical building has become fully

integrated into the modern worldview as a symbol of various staid institutions. My studies

and those of other scholars show that the late works of Mozart were difficult for galant lis-

teners to understand. Yet I do not expect Mozart to be suddenly dethroned from his cur-

rent position as child-god of purity, clarity, and rationalism, no matter how mannered and

extravagant were his manipulations of the galant style. What can be done is to provide an

option for the modern listener, a method for developing a historically informed mode of

listening to galant music. This other mode, to be sure, is conjectural and not necessarily

superior. Like "authentic" performance, it is a modern reconstruction of an imagined

past. But this conjectured galant mode of listening is nonetheless intriguing and well sup-

ported by the writings and practices of eighteenth-century musicians. It may help to put

some of the color back into the experience of galant music.

Arnold Dolmetsch, a pioneer of the early-music revival, titled his 1915 magnum opus

The Interpretation of the Music of the XVII and XVIII Centuries Revealed by Contemporary

Evidence.™ His interpretation was directed at the tangible—at the rebuilding of instru-

ments and the performance of melodic ornaments. My interpretation of eighteenth-

century music will focus on the intangible—on the mental constructs used by court musi-

cians to create and perform their art. My "contemporary evidence" will be gleaned not

only from the artifacts of musical phrases but also from the traces of how professional

musicians learned their craft. Though today Haydn and Mozart are as distant in time as

Purcell and Corelli were to Dolmetsch, I believe it is still possible to recover something of

a galant musical mentalite through a close analysis and comparison of galant musical

behaviors. The following chapters document those behaviors in detail.

NOTES FOR THE READER

I N T E N D E D A U D I E N C E . While at times the discussion may become quite technical, I

avoid hiding behind technical terms. Anyone with a love of classical music and the ability

to read musical notation should find most of this tome accessible.

L I M I T A T I O N S . There have been, of course, more than two centuries of critical and

scholarly discourse between Mozart's time and our own. During that long period the

music of the galant era has meant many different things to many different types of people.

Indeed, the Romantic/Modern reinterpretation of galant music has itself become a great
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musical tradition with its own authenticity. I cannot attempt to survey or review that impor-

tant literature in this single volume. Rather, to the extent possible, I seek to engage

eighteenth-century writers and musicians through their own terms, concepts, and behav-

iors. Of course the writings of that time can be difficult to interpret unambiguously. As Dr.

Johnson noted (1773), "all works which describe manners require [explanatory] notes in

sixty or seventy years or less."59 Today, at a far greater historical distance, eighteenth-

century accounts of galant musical manners may require quite a few "explanatory notes,"

which I derive in part from my studies of regularities in galant musical behaviors.

The names of all but a few eighteenth-century musicians have, alas, already slipped

into obscurity, so I attempt to provide for each a sentence or two that outlines the musi-

cian's location in galant society. These outlines are jejune substitutes for real biography,

attempting only to highlight for the non-specialist reader the web of personal and profes-

sional connections that linked musicians in different courts, chapels, and cities.

N A M E S OF S C H E M A T A . I follow in the footsteps of Joseph Riepel, the eighteenth-

century writer and chapel master at Regensburg who gave names to several important

musical schemata. I use Riepel's names and other names known in the eighteenth century

where possible, but I do not hesitate to add new names to the canon. For some schemata

I will choose a word, often an Italian word, that captures an aspect of their function. That

was Riepel's practice in the 17505. And for other schemata I will choose a name that hon-

ors a significant scholar or teacher. It is, of course, possible to have musical knowledge that

does not correspond to a name. The musical knowledge of ordinary listeners is of that type.

But just as one can hardly imagine a serious inquiry into the characteristics and habits of

different species of birds without using the names of birds, so it would be difficult to com-

pare and contrast the species of galant musical phrases without the ability to name them.

Naming, of course, has a style of its own. I have avoided the scientistic overtones of music-

theoretic discourse, favoring instead the direct, insouciant approach of galant composers

themselves. A review of each schema can be found in Appendix A.

N A M E S OF P I T C H E S . When I mention specific tones, I use the forms standardized by

the Acoustical Society of America. Middle "C" on the piano is thus 04, the orchestral

tuning standard of 440 cycles per second is A4, the "A" an octave higher is A$, an octave

lower A3, and so on.

N A M E S OF SCALE STEPS. When I refer to the steps of a scale or key from an eighteenth-

century perspective, I often use the names favored at that time. In place of the nineteenth-

century English syllables doh, ray, me, fah, soh, and lah, the earlier musicians used the

Latin forms ut (or do), re, mi, fa, sol, and la. In referring to the steps of a scale or key as

features of a schema, I use numbers within circles. For features of the melody, the circles

are black, as in O-©-©. For features of the bass, the circles are white, as in ®-®-(D. In

passages that modulate between keys, such fixed scale-degree designations poorly repre-
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sent the mobile cognition of pitch. I will argue that older forms of note naming may have

been superior for those contexts.

N A M E S OF C H O R D S . In describing the chords chosen by galant composers, I generally

avoid the roman numeral system of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (I, IV, V, etc.),

favoring instead the normal eighteenth-century shorthand of thoroughbass (67 6/5, 7, etc.).

In those places where I do use roman numerals, they indicate degrees of the scale treated

as chordal reference points (Ger., Stufen) or local key centers, and I follow the older prac-

tice of using only uppercase roman numerals.

LOCAL KEY V E R S U S G L O B A L T O N A L I T Y . The relationship between local and global

meanings of chords and keys was fluid in galant music. Many of the methods of musical

analysis in vogue today often overstate the degree to which one can clearly distinguish

between local and global significance. Indeed, the craft of the galant composer depends

heavily on the ability to modulate between perceived certainty and uncertainty, between,

on the one hand, giving the courtly audience a sense of security and groundedness and,

on the other hand, taking listeners down dark alleys of strange chords and keys where they

may feel utterly lost. The lodestar of galant music was not a tonic chord but rather a lis-

tener's experience, which the masters of this art modulated with consummate skill. The

nineteenth-century term tonality, which was never used by galant composers, was foreign

to their more localized preoccupations. I too avoid its use, losing nothing, I would argue,

in the process.

F O R M . Some musical patterns could be described as having a clearly defined form but a

loosely specified content (e.g., a "four-bar theme"). Other patterns could be described as

having a loosely specified form but a clearly defined content (e.g., a "dominant pedal

point"). Still others fall at some midpoint between those poles. For the midsize schemata

that are the subject of much of this book, aspects of this form/content interrelationship are

captured by the terms event and stage. Take, for example, an imaginary music schema

with three events occurring in a predictable order, say A-8-C (see fig. 1.1). In a simple

presentation each event may constitute its own stage, as when, for example, A, B, and C

F I G U R E 1.1 A schema of three musical events
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are each a single chord. But in a more involved presentation, the core events may function

as points of reference or as signs of punctuation. In that case, stage refers to the longer

utterance into which the event is embedded. In figure 1.2, these three core events are now

presented with three associated stages, where the first two stages are similar and the third

is something different. Stages one and two might involve lengthy arpeggios that end with

events A and B. Stage three might feature multiple echoes of event C.

F I G U R E 1.2 A schema of three core events embedded in three stages

The schemata presented in this book will be defined with reference to their events,

and the important parallels or contrasts of the associated stages should be evident in the

many musical examples provided for each schema. These issues and other questions of

form will be revisited and given a fuller treatment in chapter 29. There we will see that

another term rarely used by galant composers, sonata form, is more a hindrance than a

help in understanding how galant compositions were made and understood in their own

time. To judge by a considerable body of twentieth-century writing on eighteenth-century

musical style, one might infer that tonality and sonata form were almost the only topics of

any significance. If I declare those topics anachronistic before even beginning to discuss

this music, and if I refuse to locate each piece on a Baroque/Classical axis, will there be

anything left to say? I hope the reader will allow, at least provisionally, that something of

worth might remain for discussion even if one forswears these pillars of a Romantic/

Modernist approach to an unromantic art.

R E P E R T O R Y . This volume examines music written for the world of eighteenth-century

courts. Court culture, of course, extended beyond the ranks of the hereditary nobility to

the court-emulating world of the haute bourgeoisie in the growing cities. According to

Nolivos de Saint-Cyr (1759), "the town, as they say, apes the court,"60 and many wealthy

financiers and traders established maisons complete with smaller versions of courtly enter-

tainments. High churchmen also had courts with musical establishments (the phrase

"princes of the church" was more than just a figure of speech, and the patronage of wealthy

churchmen was vital for many galant composers). Excluded from this volume are those

musics exclusively intended for middle-class home performance, for the congregations of

Protestant churches, for "common" commercial concerts, and for popular theatricals,

even though such music formed part of the web of eighteenth-century life. Mozart, for
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example, began his career almost exclusively devoted to court music. Yet as an adult he

ventured into popular theater (The Magic Flute), commercial subscription concerts (many

of his piano concertos), and music for the Masons (secular hymns), a group that most

European courts considered seditious. His gradual shift toward more commercial and

urban traditions was paralleled by many musicians in the second half of the eighteenth

century. So for some music written after about 1760, my reference to court music may be

best understood as indicative of a stylistic orientation and heritage rather than a literal

provenance.

Within the courtly, galant style proper, I present hundreds of musical examples from

nearly eighty composers. Thus the schemata are, as Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) said of

the words in his dictionary (1755), "deduced from their originals, and illustrated in their

various significations, by examples from the best writers."61 Even so, many areas of galant

music will be unavoidably underrepresented. The centrality of opera in galant culture

cannot be overstated. I nevertheless have selected a large number of examples from small

instrumental works. This will be especially apparent in the earlier chapters, where sim-

plicity and comprehensibility are paramount. Later in the book, after a sufficient number

of schemata have been introduced, I include whole arias by some of the best Italian mas-

ters. The raucous and somewhat different style of opera overtures has been slighted in my

treatment. I do not examine recitative or melodrama, nor was it possible to include ade-

quate coverage of schemata favored in the extraordinarily rich tradition of galant sacred

music. In particular, I bypass the doleful inventory of chromatic depictions of woe, dam-

nation, and the torments of hell. The schemata presented were chosen on the basis of

their importance and prevalence in the central repertories of music for courtly chambers,

for court opera theaters, and for the more progressive chapels. Because music in the major

mode came to dominate this repertory, especially in the second half of the eighteenth

century, the examples presented here are overwhelmingly in the major mode. To make

musical illustrations of the schemata easier to comprehend aurally, I will often present

movements of a slow or moderate tempo.

L A B E L I N G OF M U S I C A L E X A M P L E S . In the main text, musical examples are labeled

by chapter, place in the series of examples, composer's name, movement, tempo, and

measure number. Thus "EX. 7.14 Locatelli, Opus 4, no. 2, mvt. 3, Allegro, m. i" indicates

that the fourteenth musical example in chapter 7 is an allegro excerpt from the start of the

third movement of the second sonata of Locatelli's Opus 4. Information about the further

provenance of specific musical examples, or references to modern editions, can be found

in the index of musical works. Copyists rarely added dates to galant musical manuscripts,

and music printers often collected and published works that had been written some years

earlier. Where an approximate time frame is all that can be ventured, the reader will find

datings like "ca. 17805," meaning "probably written sometime during the 17805." In the

case of the pedagogical manuscripts known as partimenti, which were copied by students
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for generations, the dates provided here often represent only vague suppositions based on

the lifespans of the relevant maestros.

SHORTCUTS. Some of the following chapters introduce new schemata. Others feature

whole movements that contain examples of the previously introduced schemata. Readers

who might chafe at the leisurely eighteenth-century pace of this presentation, and who

desire a quick overview of the schemata, may wish to refer first to appendix A. There they

will find a pictorial representation of each schema prototype, a list of each schema's cen-

tral features, and short paragraphs concerning each schema's typical functions and his-

torical prevalence. They might then return to one of the "featured works" chapters to hear

the schemata in context. Other readers, desiring to encounter this repertory more directly,

without any interpretive gloss or theorizing on my part, may wish to bypass the text and

listen first to the recorded exemplars. Many other paths through this material are possible,

including starting with a featured work and then exploring its constituent schemata in the

relevant chapters.

PART i ME NT i. The text makes frequent reference to the large repertory of pedagogical

works known as partimenti. These works, which progressed from the very simple to the

fiendishly difficult, were predominantly bass lines to which the student was expected to

add upper voices or chords in order to create a complete keyboard work. The text focuses

on partimenti as a means for young composers to, in Barbieri's words, "study and fortify

their memory with a wide variety of things" such as galant schemata. Should the reader

have an interest in the performative aspects of partimenti, or in learning to realize a parti-

mento, appendix B provides a brief introduction.


